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Kufmann, B. P. 	Tochruiaue for 	(1) In making acoto-carmine 
s-proading salivary chromosome. 	smears of ganglia and sali- 

vary glands WQ have secured 
more uniform distribution of cells and loss broakao by flaton-
i.ng with a weighted roller rather than with a noodlo or similar 
instrument, whore tho.rsults depend on the pressure exerted by 
the technician. For this purpose we use pieces of glass tubing, 
filled with about 150-200 grams çf mercury, and securely corked. 
A horsehoc-shaped wire with the ends inserted in the corks may 
be used as a handle in drawing the roller across the cover. 

Griff on, A. B: Sealing .aldes 	In the preparation of sal- 
with paraff&. 	��. 	 ivary chromosome olides 

for rapid chocking of 
breaks and trasiocations, it is seldom dosirb10 to spend long 
hours in king.Dermanont mounts of all the preparations; it is 
far more practicable to make wol1-saled temporary slidos which 
may be made into porr!ianent records as the worker daus fit. 
Paraffin, ar-died at smoking heat with a small brush, forms a 
neat, rigid and easily removable seal for such slides; after 
the. initial use of the material the longitudinal paraffin strips 
maybe flicked away easily from the cover-slip nd the slide 
treated for por.noncy by. Bridges’ technicUo. For providing 
paraffin the anpartLtud descrihäd below is very handy. 

A small 15 cc crucible is-used as the melting pot into 
this vessel, filled with paraffin, is susrendod a croscont 
spiral of Chromol-A-22 resistance wire with a 22.5 ohm rheostat, 
a safety fusc, and a toggle switch in the circuit. After the 
initial adjustment of the rheostat a flip of the switch instant-
ly produces smoking paraffin. 
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A - rheostat 
B-fuse 
C - switch 
D - . crucible  
E - two-hole rubber 

stopper 
F - attachment post 

Bridges, Calvin B. The Exami 	The detail present in 
ination of salivary chromosomes, 	salivary chromosomes ex- 

tends in fineness beyond 
the resolving power and definition of the best microscopes. 
Aside from the use of very expensive and cumbersome ultra- 


